Hidden Details
Observation Sheet
-- Level One -1. Where did Ellie and her classmates visit for
their school trip?
2. What did the bus driver see that made him
slam on the breaks?
3. What sticky substance did Ellie step in by
the lake?
4. What “dead” creature did the kids find
that was actually sleeping?
5. What supposed “clue” did Ellie find at
night on the beach?
6. Whose footprints did Ellie, Fez, and Tink
follow to the cabin in the woods?
7. With her new transformation powers, what
kind of animal does Jessica turn into?
8. What did Bigfoot need the jellyfish for?
9. Who or what helped Ellie when she got
tangled in seaweed as a bat?
10. What color did Jack mysteriously turn at
the end of the story?
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Hidden Details
Observation Sheet
-- Level Two -1. What is the name of the snack company
that Ellie got her jerky from?
2. What prize did Mr. Bramble announce on
the bus for the best project?
3. Who or what grabbed Ellie’s ankle when
they were sitting around the campfire?
4. What device created the whirlpool that
sucked up the jellyfish?
5. What supernatural creature did Ellie suspect was taking the jellyfish?
6. Where did Ellie find the button to open the
secret door behind the bookcase?
7. What was the rat wearing in the cabin in
the woods?
8. What is the name of Jelly Belly’s competitor
business?
9. What did the kids use to prop open the
emergency exit at the bottom of the pool?
10. What does Hailey have on her ankle?
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Hidden Details
Observation Sheet
-- Level Three -1. What is the title of the book Tink reads on
the bus ride?
2. What historical treaty was signed on the
beaches of Jellyfish Lake?
3. Who is Tink’s hero?
4. What does Ellie say when someone sneezes?
5. When they hear the lake will have to close,
what prize did Mr. Bramble announce
instead?
6. What did Fez store in Tink’s backpack that
helped them clear Charybdis of the crime?
7. How did Bigfoot actually lose his toe?
8. Why doesn’t Ellie have a bat shaped birthmark?
9. What did Fez wish for?
10. What is the title of the book Hailey gave to
Ellie?
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Level One Answers
Jellyﬁsh Lake
A big furry monster
Orange soda
A frog
A tooth / beach wood
Bigfoot’s
A brown rat
To make jam
A pink jellyﬁsh / Hailey Haddie
Purple
Level Two Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Jelly Belly
Tickets to Science Camp
Jack
A wooden cogwheel
Charybdis
Silver heart shaped box with a rose on top
A leopard print sweater / Jessica’s sweater
Ready Yeti
Bigfoot’s prosthetic toe
A jellyﬁsh birthmark
Level Three Answers

1. The Wonders of Jellyﬁsh Lake
2. The Fang and Flesh Treaty
3. Bonnie Samson
4. Sanalamia
5. Mega Adventure Land amusement park
6. A cooking magazine
7. In an ax-ccident
8. Because her dad is human and only full vampires get
them
9. A pet llama
10. How to Be the World’s Greatest Detective: A Step-byStep Guide to Solving Mysteries

Answer Key

